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There’s an emotional bond born within your senses when something so soft, so incredibly luxurious embraces  

your skin. Just as an artist uses his talent and skills to create a masterpiece, we combine the finest raw materials, 

with superior craftsmanship, to create the most complete line of quality linen products available. 

Experience true quality, excellence in design, and attention to detail. Harbor Linen, the master’s touch.
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Only the finest fibers should be allowed to grace 
the gentleness of bare skin.  Our towels are 
crafted from luxurious cotton that is soft to the 
touch, and will provide your guests with superior 
comfort for many seasons.

Each collection is ring spun for strength and 
durability, and crafted with institutional 
laundering in mind. Constructed using only the 
finest single ply yarns, and designed to guarantee 
softness, absorbency and comfort.    

Towels
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This collection combines naturally soft and luxurious Bamboo with our finest long staple 
cotton to provide the most absorbent, breathable towel made. Bamboo is naturally anti-
bacterial, anti-fungal, anti-microbial, and more absorbent than cotton. Drying in less time 
and reducing energy costs, our Orchid Towel Collection is a perfect blend of comfort and 
practicality.

Bath Towel
27 X 56 17.00 lbs. 3 doz./case
30 X 60 20.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Hand Towel
18 X 32 5.75 lbs. 10 doz./case

Wash Cloth
13 X 13 1.75 lbs. 10 doz./case

Bath Mat
22 X 36 10.50 lbs. 5 doz./case

Bath Sheet
35 X 70 24.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Orchid Bath Towel Collection

We use the finest 100% long staple cotton yarn, ring spun for superior strength and 
absorbency. Double loop construction creates incredible softness for your guests. The 
unique “piano key” border adds the finishing touch to this superior terry ensemble.

Bath Towel
30 x 56 18.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Hand Towel
16 x 32 4.75 lbs. 10 doz./case

Wash Cloth
13 x 13 1.50 lbs. 10 doz./case

Bath Mat
20 x 34 10.00 lbs. 5 doz./case

Bath Sheet
35 X 70 24.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Excellence Bath Towel Collection
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Using 100% Pima cotton, the finest cotton grown anywhere, offers superior luxury and 
softness. Woven with long staple, ring spun cotton for durability and a classic dobby 
border. We introduce our newest ensemble, the Pima Bath Towel Collection. 

Bath Towel
27 x 54 16.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Hand Towel
16 x 32 4.50 lbs. 10 doz./case

Wash Cloth  
13 x 13 1.80 lbs. 10 doz./case

Bath Sheet
35 X 70 24.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Pima Bath Towel Collection
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touch, and will provide your guests with superior 
comfort for many seasons.

Each collection is ring spun for strength and 
durability, and crafted with institutional 
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This collection combines naturally soft and luxurious Bamboo with our finest long staple 
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This luxurious towel collection is made with 100% ring spun cotton, and high loft 
cotton loops for extra softness, absorbency and durability. The Crown Imperial Towel 
Collection features a classic dobby border for an upscale European look. An optical 
whitener is added for the brightest white. Available in white or beige.

Bath Towel
27 x 56 17.00 lbs. 3 doz./case
27 x 50 14.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Hand Towel
16 x 30 4.25 lbs. 10 doz./case

Wash Cloth
13 x 13 1.45 lbs. 10 doz./case

Bath Mat
22 x 32  9.50 lbs.  5 doz./case

Crown Imperial Bath Towel Collection

Experience the softness and comfort of our double loop construction,100% ring spun 
cotton classic towel collection. Each towel is accented by a classic dobby border. Available 
in bright white or soft beige.

Bath Towel
27 x 56 17.00 lbs. 3 doz./case
27 x 50 14.00 lbs. 3 doz./case
24 x 50 11.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Hand Towel
16 x 30  5.25 lbs. 10 doz./case
16 x 28 3.20 lbs.  10 doz./case

Wash Cloth
13 x 13 1.75 lbs. 10 doz./case
13 x 13 1.10 lbs. 10 doz./case

Bath Mat
21 x 34   9.10 lbs.  5 doz./case

Bath Sheet
30 x 60 20.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Imperial Bath Towel Collection

Towels

The Malibu Stripe Towel Collection is the perfect poolside companion for 
your guests! This oversized bath sheet is made from 100% cotton for extra 
absorbency. Available in teal, peach and blue stripes.

Bath Sheet
35 X 70 17.00 lbs. - 3 doz./case 

Chaise Lounge Covers available. Contact us for details.

Malibu Stripe Bath Towel Collection

Featuring 86% cotton/14% polyester blend, with a cam border. Superior, ring spun 
cotton used for strength and softness. More threads per inch in the hem for greater 
durability. Each towel is accented by optical whiteners for long-lasting brightness. 
Available in white, beige or blue.

Bath Towel
24 x 50 10.50 lbs. 5 doz./case
24 x 48 8.00 lbs. 5 doz./case
22 x 44 6.50 lbs. 5 doz./case
20 x 40 5.50 lbs. 5 doz./case

Hand Towel
16 x 27 3.00 lbs. 10 doz./case white
16 x 27 3.00 lbs.   5 doz./case colors

Wash Cloth
12 x 12 1.00 lbs. 10 doz./case
12 x 12 0.75 lbs. 10 doz./case

Bath Mat
20 x 30 7.00 lbs.    5 doz./case

Ultra Soft Bath Towel Collection

Dutchess Bath Towel Collection
One of the finest towels available for institutional use. Plush long filament yarns, and 
double loop construction create superior strength and absorbancy. The Dutchess Towel 
Collection is engineered for durability and strength to withstand institutional laundering.

Bath Towel
27 x 54 17.00 lbs. 3 doz./case
27 x 50 15.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Hand Towel
16 x 30 5.25 lbs. 10 doz./case
16 x 30 4.50 lbs. 10 doz./case 

Wash Cloth
13 x 13 1.75 lbs. 10 doz./case
13 x 13 1.50 lbs. 10 doz./case

Bath Mat
22 x 36 11.00 lbs.  5 doz./case

Bath Sheet
35 X 70 21.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

The unique check design border gives this European inspired collection an upscale look 
and feel. A lower pile loop, made of premium 100% ring spun cotton provides extra 
strength and softness. Ultra plush and absorbent, to give guests the “feel of royalty.” 
The Queen’s Towel Collection is used in finer hotels and cruise lines.

Bath Towel
27 X 56 17.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Hand Towel
16 X 30 5.75 lbs. 10 doz./case

Wash Cloth
13 X 13 1.75 lbs. 10 doz./case

Bath Mat
22 X 34   9.50 lbs. 5 doz./case

Bath Sheet
35 X 70 21.00 lbs. 3 doz./case

Queens Bath Towel Collection
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Let Harbor Linen create a custom pool towel for you  
on our jacquard looms, with a name woven look, center 
stripe, or any style you can imagine.
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12 x 12 0.75 lbs. 10 doz./case

Bath Mat
20 x 30 7.00 lbs.    5 doz./case

Ultra Soft Bath Towel Collection
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The unique check design border gives this European inspired collection an upscale look 
and feel. A lower pile loop, made of premium 100% ring spun cotton provides extra 
strength and softness. Ultra plush and absorbent, to give guests the “feel of royalty.” 
The Queen’s Towel Collection is used in finer hotels and cruise lines.
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Let Harbor Linen create a custom pool towel for you  
on our jacquard looms, with a name woven look, center 
stripe, or any style you can imagine.



Sheets

A good nights sleep begins with a soft, luxurious 
finely woven sheet. Our extraordinarily 
comfortable sheets, crafted with high thread 
counts of fine cotton, welcome rich slumbers, 
divine dreams, and restful nights.

Designed for comfort and durability, our sheets 
will indulge your guests, while also exceeding your 
expectations in the laundry.

Fitted sheets available. Contact us for details.

Fitted sheets available. Contact us for details.

Fitted sheets available. Contact us for details.

Specializing in custom sizes, colors and patterns.  
Let Harbor Linen design a sheet for you.

Satin Stripe Weave

Plain Weave

Micro Check

Pillow Case
42 x 36      6 doz./case

Queen Pillow Case
42 X 40     6 doz./case

King Pillow Case
42 x 46      6 doz./case

Full XL Flat Sheet
84 x 125    2 doz./case

Queen Flat Sheet
94 x 125    2 doz./case

King Flat Sheet
114 x 125  2 doz./case 

Pillow Sham
21 x 27 with 3” flange  
 6 doz./case

Full/Queen Duvet Cover
88 x 88     12 each/case

King Duvet Cover
104 x 88   12 each/case

Pillow Case
42 x 36      6 doz./case

Queen Pillow Case
42 X 40     6 doz./case

King Pillow Case
42 x 46      6 doz./case

Full XL Flat Sheet
84 x 125    2 doz./case

Queen Flat Sheet
94 x 125    2 doz./case

King Flat Sheet
114 x 125  2 doz./case 

Pillow Sham
21 x 27 with 3” flange  
 6 doz./case

Full/Queen Duvet Cover
88 x 88     12 each/case

King Duvet Cover
104 x 88   12 each/case

Pillow Case
42 x 36      6 doz./case

Queen Pillow Case
42 X 40     6 doz./case

King Pillow Case
42 x 46      6 doz./case

Full XL Flat Sheet
84 x 125    2 doz./case

Queen Flat Sheet
94 x 125    2 doz./case

King Flat Sheet
114 x 125  2 doz./case 

Pillow Sham
21 x 27 with 3” flange  
 6 doz./case

Full/Queen Duvet Cover
88 x 88     12 each/case

King Duvet Cover
104 x 88   12 each/case
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T-600,T-400,T-300,T-260,T-220
Our 100% combed cotton sheet collection is made using the finest single ply, long staple yarns. 
Mercerized to create a softer, more luxurious feel. Oversized flat and fitted sheets are offered to 
accommodate all mattress sizes. Available in plain weave, satin, or jacquard weaves.

Combed Cotton Sheet Collection



Sheets
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finely woven sheet. Our extraordinarily 
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T-600,T-400,T-300,T-260,T-220
Our 100% combed cotton sheet collection is made using the finest single ply, long staple yarns. 
Mercerized to create a softer, more luxurious feel. Oversized flat and fitted sheets are offered to 
accommodate all mattress sizes. Available in plain weave, satin, or jacquard weaves.

Combed Cotton Sheet Collection



Sheets

Our cotton rich blended collection offers extraordinary softness, and will withstand institutional laundering. Offered in extra wide sizes 
with extra deep fitted pockets. Available in plain weave, or satin stripe.
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T-260 Sheets
Experience the softness of this extraordinary cotton rich sheet collection. Our 60/40 
cotton/ polyester blend is engineered for softness and a long service life. Our sheets 
feature extra wide sizes and extra deep pockets, to accommodate deep mattresses. 
Available in plain weave or micro stripe.
Pillow Case
42 x 36 3” hem -  6 dz./case
42 x 40 3” hem -  6 dz./case
42 x 46 3” hem -  6 dz./case
Full Flat
84 x 120 3”hem - 2 dz./case
Full Fitted
54 x 80 x 14    -    2 dz./case
Queen Flat
94 x 120 3” hem - 2 dz./case

Queen Fitted
60 x 80 x 14     -     2 dz./case
King Size Flat
114 x 120 3” hem -  
 2 dz./case
King Size Fitted
78 x 80 x 14     -    2 dz./case
Pillow Sham
21 x 27 with 3” flange -  
 6 dz./case

Dust Ruffles
Choose from shirred or box 
pleat. Contact us for details.
Full/Queen Duvet Cover
88 x 88 with 16” inside flap  
   - 12 ea./case
King Duvet Cover
104 x 88 with 16” inside 
flap          -           12 ea./case

Pillow Case
42 x 36 3” hem -  6 dz./case
42 x 40 3” hem -  6 dz./case
42 x 46 3” hem -  6 dz./case
Twin Flat
66 x 115 3”hem - 2 dz./case
Twin Fitted
39 x 80 x 10    -     2 dz./case
Full Flat
81 x 115 3”hem - 2 dz./case
Full Fitted
54 x 80 x 14    -     2 dz./case

Queen Flat
90 x 115 3”hem -  2 dz./case
Queen Fitted
60 x 80 x 14     -     2 dz./case
King Size Flat
108 x 115 3”hem -  
 2 dz./case
King Size Fitted
78 x 80 x 14     -     2 dz./case
Pillow Sham
21 x 27 with 3” flange -  
 6 dz./case

Dust Ruffles
Choose from shirred or box 
pleat. Contact us for details.
Full/Queen Duvet Cover
88 x 88 with 16” inside  
flap            -         12 ea./case
King Duvet Cover
104 x 88 with 16” inside  
flap            -         12 ea./case

T-180 Imperial Sheets
Our 55/45 cotton rich, no iron finish sheets use only ring spun cotton for superior strength 
and softness. Optical whiteners add long-lasting brightness. Our exclusive “Color Coded 
I.D.Tag System” provides easy laundering. Available in white or bone.
Pillow Case
42 x 34   2” hem - 6 dz./case
42 x 36   3” hem - 6 dz./case
42 x 40   3” hem - 6 dz./case
42 x 46   3” hem - 6 dz./case
Twin Flat
66 x 104  2” hem - 2 dz./case
66 x 108  2” hem - 2 dz./case
66 x 115  2” hem - 2 dz./case
Twin Fitted
39 x 75 x 10           2 dz./case
39 x 80 x 10           2 dz./case

Full Flat
81 x 104    2” hem - 2 dz./case
81 x 108    2” hem - 2 dz./case
81 x 115    2” hem - 2 dz./case
Full Fitted
54 x 75 x 12           2 dz./case
54 x 80 x 12           2 dz./case
54 x 80 x 14           2 dz./case
Queen Flat
90 x 110    2” hem 2 dz./case
90 x 115   2” hem 2 dz./case

Queen Fitted
60 x 80 x 12          2 dz./case
60 x 80 x 14          2 dz./case
King Flat
108 x 110   2” hem 2 dz./case
108 x 115  2” hem 2 dz./case
King Fitted
78 x 80 x 12           2 dz./case
78 x 80 x 14           2 dz./case
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The Blended Sheet Collection
T-260, T-200, T-180

T-200 Convertible Sheets
Our plain weave, convertible sheets are manufactured with a 3 inch hem, with piping on one 
end, and the traditional 2 inch hem on the other. This gives you the flexibility to offer your 
guests two different looks, with one “convertible sheet”. Our plain weave and satin stripe 
sheets are made from a 60/40 cotton rich blend, and are designed for durability, and easy care 
in the laundry. Made in extra long lengths and extra deep pockets for the perfect fit.



Sheets

Our cotton rich blended collection offers extraordinary softness, and will withstand institutional laundering. Offered in extra wide sizes 
with extra deep fitted pockets. Available in plain weave, or satin stripe.
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T-260 Sheets
Experience the softness of this extraordinary cotton rich sheet collection. Our 60/40 
cotton/ polyester blend is engineered for softness and a long service life. Our sheets 
feature extra wide sizes and extra deep pockets, to accommodate deep mattresses. 
Available in plain weave or micro stripe.
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42 x 36 3” hem -  6 dz./case
42 x 40 3” hem -  6 dz./case
42 x 46 3” hem -  6 dz./case
Full Flat
84 x 120 3”hem - 2 dz./case
Full Fitted
54 x 80 x 14    -    2 dz./case
Queen Flat
94 x 120 3” hem - 2 dz./case

Queen Fitted
60 x 80 x 14     -     2 dz./case
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114 x 120 3” hem -  
 2 dz./case
King Size Fitted
78 x 80 x 14     -    2 dz./case
Pillow Sham
21 x 27 with 3” flange -  
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Dust Ruffles
Choose from shirred or box 
pleat. Contact us for details.
Full/Queen Duvet Cover
88 x 88 with 16” inside flap  
   - 12 ea./case
King Duvet Cover
104 x 88 with 16” inside 
flap          -           12 ea./case

Pillow Case
42 x 36 3” hem -  6 dz./case
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Twin Flat
66 x 115 3”hem - 2 dz./case
Twin Fitted
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Full Fitted
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King Size Flat
108 x 115 3”hem -  
 2 dz./case
King Size Fitted
78 x 80 x 14     -     2 dz./case
Pillow Sham
21 x 27 with 3” flange -  
 6 dz./case

Dust Ruffles
Choose from shirred or box 
pleat. Contact us for details.
Full/Queen Duvet Cover
88 x 88 with 16” inside  
flap            -         12 ea./case
King Duvet Cover
104 x 88 with 16” inside  
flap            -         12 ea./case

T-180 Imperial Sheets
Our 55/45 cotton rich, no iron finish sheets use only ring spun cotton for superior strength 
and softness. Optical whiteners add long-lasting brightness. Our exclusive “Color Coded 
I.D.Tag System” provides easy laundering. Available in white or bone.
Pillow Case
42 x 34   2” hem - 6 dz./case
42 x 36   3” hem - 6 dz./case
42 x 40   3” hem - 6 dz./case
42 x 46   3” hem - 6 dz./case
Twin Flat
66 x 104  2” hem - 2 dz./case
66 x 108  2” hem - 2 dz./case
66 x 115  2” hem - 2 dz./case
Twin Fitted
39 x 75 x 10           2 dz./case
39 x 80 x 10           2 dz./case

Full Flat
81 x 104    2” hem - 2 dz./case
81 x 108    2” hem - 2 dz./case
81 x 115    2” hem - 2 dz./case
Full Fitted
54 x 75 x 12           2 dz./case
54 x 80 x 12           2 dz./case
54 x 80 x 14           2 dz./case
Queen Flat
90 x 110    2” hem 2 dz./case
90 x 115   2” hem 2 dz./case

Queen Fitted
60 x 80 x 12          2 dz./case
60 x 80 x 14          2 dz./case
King Flat
108 x 110   2” hem 2 dz./case
108 x 115  2” hem 2 dz./case
King Fitted
78 x 80 x 12           2 dz./case
78 x 80 x 14           2 dz./case
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The Blended Sheet Collection
T-260, T-200, T-180

T-200 Convertible Sheets
Our plain weave, convertible sheets are manufactured with a 3 inch hem, with piping on one 
end, and the traditional 2 inch hem on the other. This gives you the flexibility to offer your 
guests two different looks, with one “convertible sheet”. Our plain weave and satin stripe 
sheets are made from a 60/40 cotton rich blend, and are designed for durability, and easy care 
in the laundry. Made in extra long lengths and extra deep pockets for the perfect fit.



Introducing the  
    New Generation®  
                         Bed Collection
                      fromHarbor Linen
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Pillows   
Page 15-16

Pillow Shams 
Pages 7-8

Duvet Cover 
Pages 9-10

Duvet 
Pages 13-14

Blanket 
Pages 13-14

Water Proof Cover 
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of comfort and  softness 
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from our patented fiber, exclusively 
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for your guests with our complete line of New 
Generation® Bedding. From plush pillows and shams 
to soft, breathable sheets, warm and cozy blankets and 
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New Generation® Fill Duvet
Our trademarked, 100% micro fiber polyester fill offers the warmest, softest, “down like” 
feel available. Hypo-Allergenic and machine washable. Let your guests experience the 
quality and comfort of our New Generation® Duvet.

Full/Queen Size
86 X 86 - 33 oz. fill - 4 ea./case
86 X 86 - 40 oz. fill - 4 ea./case

King Size
102 X 86 - 39 oz. fill  -  3 ea./case
102 X 86 - 50 oz. fill  -  3 ea./case

Full/Queen Size
86 X 86 - 48 oz. fill - 4 ea./case

King Size
102 X 86 - 55 oz. fill - 4 ea./case

phone: 1-800-257-7858    fax: 856-346-4598    harborlinen.com

100% Natural Down-Fill Duvet
Our 100% natural down fill duvet is made with a T-233 high thread count 100% cotton 
cover, with sewn thru box stitching to prevent shifting of the fill material, and double 
needle corded edges. Our “Super-Clean” down fill is hypo-allergenic and machine 
washable. Give your guests the maximum warmth at night with minimum weight.

Duvet covers and pillow shams are available. 
Contact us for details.

New Generation® Blanket
Imagine a hypo-allergenic, “down like” soft blanket, light weight, yet durable.  We use 
a sewn thru box construction to eliminate the shifting of the fill, finished off with double 
needle corded edges and a T-233 100% cotton shell.

Full Size
80 X 96 - 26 oz. fill - 6 ea./case

Queen Size
90 X 96 - 30 oz. fill - 6 ea./case

King Size
108 X 95 - 35 oz. fill - 6 ea./case

Duvets and Blankets
Complimenting our sheet collection, our  
hypo-allergenic down filled, or New Generation® 
fill duvets add the touch of perfection to your guest 
sleeping experience. Our blanket collection offers 
a natural down fill, lightweight micro fiber fill, our 
indestructible “Wonder Blanket®”, or the natural feel 
of 100% cotton.

Wonder Blanket ®

One of the softest, most durable blankets in the world. Luxuriously thick, inherently flame  
retardant, and colorfast. Breathable, hemmed on all four sides, and incredibly comfortable, the 
Wonder Blanket® by Harbor Linen. Available colors are, camel, ivory, sage green and white.

Twin Size
66 X 90 - 4 ea./case

Twin/Full Size
72 X 90 - 4 ea./case

Full Size
80 X 90 - 4 ea./case

Queen Size
90 X 90  -  4 ea./case

King Size
108 X 90 - 4 ea./case 

Cape Cod Blanket
Our 100% cotton thermal blanket utilizes a honeycomb weave to eliminate the ‘pulls’ 
frequently found in traditional thermal blankets. The result is an incredibly soft, and 
extremely durable blanket. Machine washable. Available in white or natural.

Twin Size
66 X 90  -  4 ea./case

Full Size
80 X 90  -  8 ea./case

Queen Size
90 X 90  -  4 ea./case

King Size
108 X 90 - 6 ea./case
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Pillows

Soft & Downey Pillows

New Generation® Pillows

100% Down Filled Pillows

A unique chamber construction creates the perfect synthesis between comfort and 
support. 4 ounces of white goose down surrounds 22 ounces of white goose feathers. 
The 100% cotton T-233 down proof ticking prevents fill from escaping. Hypo-allergenic 
and machine washable.

Standard
21 X 27 - 27 oz. fill 24 ea./case

Queen Size
21 X 30 - 30 oz. fill 10 ea./case

King
21 X 37 - 37 oz. fill 20 ea./case

A new generation in pillow technology. Harbor’s New Generation® Pillow has been developed 
to provide the highest quality, most “down-like” pillow available anywhere. Manufactured with 
our unique, completely hypo-allergenic micro-fiber fill, and high thread count ticking, the New 
Generation® Pillow is stain resistant, machine washable, and will provide a long service life. 
Simply the finest, softest, highest quality, hypo-allergenic pillow available today.

Using the finest “super cleaned” down, we create the softest, natural fill pillow available. 
A 100% Cotton, T-233 “down proof” ticking ensures years of comfortable sleeping.

Standard Size
21 X 27 - 34 oz. fill 12 ea./case

Queen Size
21 X 30 - 38 oz. fill 10 ea./case

King Size
21 X 37 - 45 oz. fill 6 ea./case

Standard Size
21 X 27 - 22 oz. fill 12 ea./case

Queen Size
21 X 30 - 28 oz. fill 10 ea./case

King Size
21 X 37 - 30 oz. fill 10 ea./case

Resting your head onto the comfort 
and softness of one of our luxurious 
pillows is what defines a good night’s 
sleep. It’s a complimentary touch, that 
extra little something, that makes for a 
perfect sleeping experience.

Softique Pillows
Using 23 ounces of superslick cluster fibers, we create a soft, luxurious sleeping 
experience. The T-180 ticking provides comfort and durability and is designed for 
institutional laundering.

Standard Size
21 X 27 - 23 oz. fill 12 ea./case

Queen Size
21 X 30 - 26 oz. fill 10 ea./case

King Size
21 X 37 - 34 oz. fill 6 ea./case

phone: 1-800-257-7858    fax: 856-346-4598    harborlinen.com
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Robes

The Waffle Weave Robe
Our unique diamond waffle weave pattern adds elegance and durability 
to this lightweight robe. Available in Kimono style or with a luxurious 
100% cotton terry shawl collar. Available unlined or with a plush 100% 
cotton terry lining. Measuring 48” in length with a 62” sweep, this robe 
in either style presents an elegant and refined comfort for your guests.

The Terry Cloth Robe
This is an industry standard that we have mastered with our special 
touches of classic comfort. Offered in 12 ounce or 14 ounce weight 
fabric, Kimono style, Shawl collar or Hooded style, in terry or terry velour 
finish. Measuring 50” in length and with a 62” sweep, this robe is a 
traditional amenity found in many fine hotels and cruise suites.

The Orchid Robe– 
The Refinement of Luxury
This eco-friendly bamboo/cotton terry robe is the softest, most absorbent, 
naturally anti-bacterial robe available. Made with a bamboo/cotton terry 
loop, 52” in length with a 66” sweep, and detailed with a shawl collar 
and matching terry trim. Used in the finest hotels and cruise lines, this 
incredibly plush robe creates an amazingly tranquil experience your guests 
will cherish. One size fits all.

Fresh out of the shower and into the warm 
embrace of a luxurious robe. It’s a feeling of 
pampered royalty. Engineered specifically for 
institutional laundering.

phone: 1-800-257-7858    fax: 856-346-4598    harborlinen.com

Slippers, body and spa wraps, chair covers and work 
out towels are also available. Contact us for details.

The Terry Velour Robe
We use 100% ring spun cotton for added comfort and durability. 
Wrap your guests in luxury.  Our shawl collar style robe, shirred on 
one side, with terry loop on the other, features heavyweight 14 ounce 
fabric. Measuring 52” in length, with a 66” sweep.  One size fits all.
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Enhance and protect
            your mattress

Silver Star Mattress Pad

The Bed Shield – Water Proof Mattress  
Protector
We have blended a soft rich terry cloth cover and lined it with silent polyurethane to create a 
stain and dust mite resistant, hypo-allergenic, machine washable, water proof mattress cover. 
Manufactured with a 15” pocket, to fit today’s deeper mattresses.

New Generation® Mattress Topper

A 50/50 cotton/ polyester blend top layer, machine quilted to a durable 100% polyester 
backing creates a superior quality mattress pad. Single diamond quilting pattern, 
for added loft. Available with our expandable fitted skirt, which fits a mattress from 
10-15 inches, or with corner anchor bands.

Now you can add a little extra comfort to your existing mattress, with our 
line of mattress toppers. Made with 100% T-233 cotton cover with sewn 
through construction to prevent shifting of the fill, and using our patented New 
Generation® ultra soft fiber fill. Available with with corner anchor bands.  
Hypo-Allergenic and machine washable.

Twin Size
39 X 75 - 12 ea./case

Twin XL Size
39 X 80 - 12 ea./case

Full Size
54 X 75 - 12 ea./case

Full XL Size
54 X 80 - 12 ea./case

Queen Size
60 X 80  - 6  ea./case

King Size
78 X 80  -  6 ea./case 

Twin Size
39 X 80 - 6 ea./case

Full Size
54 X 80 - 6 ea./case

Queen Size
60 X 80 - 6 ea./case

King Size
78 X 80 - 6 ea./case

Our premium crafted line of mattress 
toppers, pads and protectors are the perfect 
companions to our quality line of sheets and 
bedspreads. Add comfort and protection to 
your guest sleeping experience.

Choose from Twin, Full, Queen or King Size.  
Contact us for details.
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Table Linen

Satin Band Damask
Offer your guests the luxury of damask table linen. Made of heavyweight 7 ounce fabric 
on our state of the art looms, let this industry standard enhance your dining experience. 
Made in 100% cotton or a 50/50 cotton poly blend. Colors – white, and a full palette of 
custom colors.

Noelle Damask
This pique woven mercerized combed cotton fabric will add a dramatic look to any table 
setting. Also available in a 55/45 cotton poly blend. Colors – White and a full palette of 
custom colors.

Momie Cloth
Available in a 50/50 cotton poly blend or 100% spun polyester, this no iron, stain 
resistant fabric will brighten any dining room. Colors – white and 21 standard colors.

Other sizes available. Contact us for details. Minimums may apply. 
Custom colors and designs are just a phone call away.

Other sizes available. Contact us for details. Minimums may apply.  
Custom colors and designs are just a phone call away.

Other sizes available. Contact us for details. Minimums may apply.

Dining experiences should be as elegant 
and fashionable as guest living quarters.  
You want well maintained, well manicured 
tables set with only the finest of linens 
for your guests. Our selection is just that.  
Elegantly beautiful, durable and practical.   

Napkins 
20 X 20 - 25 doz./case
22 X 22 - 25 doz./case

Table Cloth
45 X 45  -  2 doz./case
54 X 54  -  2 doz./case

Table Cloth
63 X 63 - 2 doz./case
72 X 72 - 2 doz./case
82 X 82 - 2 doz./case
90 X 91 - 2 doz./case

Napkins
22 X 22 - 25 doz./case

Table Cloth
45 X 45  -  2 doz./case
54 X 54  -  2 doz./case

Table Cloth
63 X 63 - 2 doz./case
72 X 72 - 2 doz./case
82 X 82 - 2 doz./case
90 X 91 - 2 doz./case

Napkins
20 X 20 - 6 doz./case
22 X 22 - 6 doz./case

Table Cloth
45 X 45 - 1 doz./case
54 X 54 - 1 doz./case
63 X 63 - 1 doz./case

Table Cloth
72 X 72  -  1 doz./case
82 X 82  -  1 doz./case
90 X 90  -  1 doz./case
54 X 96  -  1 doz./case
54 X 110 - 1 doz./case
54 X 120 - 1 doz./case

Let Harbor Linen complete your dining room needs with table skirting and valances,  
table runners, placemats, chair covers, stage and banquet skirting.
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Shower Curtains

Interior Solutions

Privacy curtains furnished with elegant water resistant 
fabrics add a detailed splash to any bathroom.

Adding the final touches of beauty to your guest 
suites is no longer a challenge.  Select coordinating 
window treatments, duvets, bedspreads, comforters 
and dust ruffles from our extensive fabric collections. 
Let Harbor Linen create quality crafted bed products, 
to enhance any room décor.

Duvet Covers, Comforters, 
Dust Ruffles
Select from our huge selection of fabrics, patterns and 
colors to create any room décor you may desire.

Bedspreads
Let your imagination soar. Select the perfect fabric, 
pattern and color from our huge collection. Choose the 
style, throw, cap fitted, or waterfall fitted, then add the 
“just right” fill weight, and finally, the quilting pattern, 
to personalize each room for your guests.

Window Treatments
Choose from room darkening or light filtering draperies, 
valances, vertical or wood blinds in a wide variety of 
patterns and fabrics.

Nylon and Polyester Shower Curtains
Choose from 100% polyester or Teflon coated nylon fabric, with a reinforced top hem. 
Colors – white and beige.

Standard Size
72 X 72 - 12/case

Other sizes and colors available. Contact us for details.  
Minimums may apply.

Vinyl Shower Curtains 
Made from water proof vinyl with rust proof grommets and a reinforced top hem. 
Available in 6 gauge, 8 gauge, or 10 gauge. Colors – white and beige.

Standard Size
72 X 72 - 12/case

Other sizes and colors available. Contact us for details.  
Minimums may apply.
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Hookless Shower Curtain
Save time and money using the Hookless Shower Curtain System. Available in vinyl  
or polyester fabrics. Colors – white and beige.

Standard Size
71 X 74 - 12/case

Other sizes and colors available. Contact us for details. Minimums may apply.

A full line of shower curtain rods, rod covers, and hooks are 
available. Contact us for details.
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A full line of shower curtain rods, rod covers, and hooks are 
available. Contact us for details.



Custom Products 
     from Harbor Linen

Embroidery
Harbor Linen utilizes the most modern 

digitized embroidery equipment available 
to help you give your products that special 
finishing touch. Custom embroidery can 

be done on sheets, towels, robes, slippers, 
blankets, shower curtains, or virtually any 
textile item Harbor Linen manufactures.

Custom Weaving
Let us design a fabric for you and you 

alone! Utilize your property logo, a unique 
pattern, or any design imaginable, and let 
our team of weaving experts do the rest. 

Minimums apply.

Custom Table Linen
Harbor Linen manufactures extraordinary 

custom table linen in 100% cotton, 50/50, 
and 100% polyester. Let our designers assist 
you in designing the perfect product for your 

dining establishment. Minimums apply.

Custom Shower Curtains
We have experience designing and manufacturing 

custom woven shower curtains for properties 
around the world. Available in a variety of 

materials, these curtains add a beautiful finishing 
touch to your bathroom décor. Minimums apply.

Our attention to detail adds the final 
touches of customized luxury to your 
property. Embroidery, festooning, 
custom weaving, detailed shower 
curtains, and exquisite table linen. 
All perfect touches that will leave 
fond remembrance in the minds 
of your guests. 
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Festooning
Give your rooms the look of refined luxury with custom 
festooned sheets, pillow cases, duvet covers, and shams. 
Festooning is an embellishment stitched onto fabric by 

needlepoint, and serves as an excellent way to accent bed 
accessories. Festooning can be done in any color, in a wide 
variety of styles. Ask your sales representative for details.
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